Sunu Band x BlindSquare Join Forces for Enhanced Accessibility

Sunu and BlindSquare have joined forces to improve accessible navigation together. Together BlindSquare and the Sunu Band will offer reliable navigation to provide direction to users, while also issuing safety alerts through the Sunu Band.

The Sunu Band is a complementary mobility aid to your white cane or guide dog. You wear it like a watch, and it feels like walking with an invisible cane to your upper body, allowing you to detect people, obstacles, and space around you through vibrations.
Now, powered with BlindSquare, the world's most-popular waypoint navigation app, the two technologies combined yield myriad advantages with on-the-go GPS assistance, accompanying you like an invisible sighted guide.

Join us to hear about with about 90% fewer accidents, improvements in moving in a line, maintaining social distancing, and more!